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Good morning to Google’s marketing and advertising guests here in New York, and staff
members watching at Google offices around the USA.
Over the next 50 minutes we’ll be looking at
how the consumer uses and could use the four
INSIDE
screens—TV, Computer, Tablet/pad/eReader,
THE FOUR SCREEN CONSUMER
and smart phone. We’ll start with a snapshot
of penetration, and then shift to usage of those
A Special Presentation For
devices and the DVR where you’ll see some
The Google
fascinating second by second data. Next we’ll
Think Tech Conference
look at what drives the consumer—the
Live in New York
availability, convenience, and cost of content,
October 5, 2011
including what the consumer may actually be
Tom Wolzien
wolzien l.l.c
able to pay in today’s difficult economy, and a
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personal story of reading War and Peace…on a
smart phone and other pads. I’ll raise the
Professional Services for
wolzien l.l.c.
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question of whether the four screens are
independent devices, or will become an integrated, multi-screen consumer experience…even
with massive multiplayer games on TV, complete with a new type of Play by Play. And finally I’ll
wrap it up with a discussion of the opportunities of complexity.
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I hope this will serve as a good foundation for your discussions today of social media, ESPN’s
multi-screen efforts, YouTube use, and how mobile fits in.
Before we start, I believe that you have a right to know who else I’m working with, so you can
make judgments accordingly. Long term, continuing clients are Discovery Communications and
the Directors Guild of America. Of course, nothing I say here reflects their views. In the six
years since leaving Wall Street, I’ve also had major and lengthy gigs with Warner Brothers,
Microsoft E&D, McGraw Hill, and Cable Labs, among others. I work with the TiVo Board of
Directors as lead independent director, and you’ll see that second by second data from TiVo
today. And I also continue as an independent inventor, moving from patents linking TV and the
internet back in the 1990s that have been sold, to the most recently granted patent in the area of
content optimization automation.
Let’s start with the numbers snapshot.
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Subscribers (mil)

Mobile: There are now
Mobile Now 97% of US
enough mobile phones
operating in the US to
cover 97% of the
US Mobile Phone Subscribers
population. That’s 303
350
million subs at the end of
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300
2010, up 26 million from
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255
2009, according to the
250
220
208
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CTIA. Pew Research tells
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us that 83% of adults own
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76
cell phones in the US, and
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35% have smartphones.
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Source: CTIA
text messages are running
at a 2.25 TRILLION
302.9 Million=UP 26 Million 2009-10
annual rate. That’s
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26% of US households do
not have wired phone service, again according to CTIA.
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Mobile Broadband now reaches about 53% of the US, with 165 million subscribers.
Wired Broadband reaches 85 million subscribing households, or about 212 million people in the
US at 2.5 people per household, a bit more than wireless broadband subscribers. ComScore
tells Google it believes 90% of mobile subs are web capable. And for reference, the Pew
Internet in American Life study finds that 78% of US adults now use the web.

Wired Broadband 68% of US Pop
212 Million
Access
165 Million
Subs

Mobile Broadband

Wired
Broadband

85 Million
Subs

Broadband Source: OECD YE 2010; Mobile Subs fm Comscore/Google

Phones of 90% of US Mobile Subs Web Capable
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International Broadband:
There’s a prevailing view
that the US is way
behind much of the world
in broadband. I’ve been
curious about how true
that is, and took a look at
data from the OECD—
that’s the international
treaty Organization of
Economic Cooperation
and Development out of
Paris. The US, Japan,
Korea, and European
countries are part of the
34 members. China is
not part, so I’ve
separately teased out
data from China Telecom
and others.
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Broadband In OECD Countries
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The results are mixed, but not horrible. If we look at pure subscribers, the US tops wireless
broadband among all countries, according to the OECD, with China second and Japan third. In
wired broadband, China is on top with 144 million, and the US comes in second. If we look at
users as a percentage of total population, Korea, Finland, Sweden, Norway, and Japan lead
wireless data penetration, with the US coming in 9th. And, for wired penetration per hundred
inhabitants, the US with its spread out population is 15th. China comes in near last on a percent
of population basis.

Intelligence
Going UP

Tablets/Pads/eReaders: Data is pretty light on pads and eReaders. We can clearly say that
pricing is coming down for the very intelligent devices at the high end like the iPad, Android
tablets, and others, while intelligence
is improving for the e-readers, most
Pads & Readers
recently with the new Kindle Fire from
Amazon. There are published
Pads & Tablets:
accounts that 29 million iPad are out
Price
Very Intelligent, multi purpose
Coming
there, and 23 or 24 million Kindles.
DOWN
iPad (29 million)
Forrester tells Google that there are
Android Based (423 products on Alibaba)
now 26 million tablet users in the US,
HP
Samsung
going to 82 million by 2016, Forrester
RIM
says. IDC tells Google that 27 million
eReaders:
eReaders will be shipped in 2011. As
Less intelligent, single primary purpose
we talk about these devices, we need
Kindle 52% (23.5m?)
to remember that there are two very
Nook 21%
Sony
different business models: sell the
398 ebooks on Alibaba
device…and sell the content while
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subsidizing the device.
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Sources: NY Times 9/26/11
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TV: About 90% of US households now have some sort of multichannel subscription, Nielsen
says, with 54% coming from cable, 6% from telcos, and 30% from satellite. Broadcast over the
air only reaches 10% of households, according to Nielsen, though broadcasters and some other
approaches put the over air only number a bit higher.
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US TV: 90% Multichannel

Summary: TV Remains Top Device

TV Distribution to 115 Million Households

Household Penetration
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If we check devices connected to our TVs, DVDs are in 87% of households, two thirds of
households have HDTVs, TV connected video games like Xbox are in 43% of homes, while 38%
have DVRs.
When you look at this summary chart, you see heavy penetration of the most established
devices, but at the right end is where the fastest growth is coming with smart phones, tablets
and eReaders.
II. Usage
How’s all this stuff
being used?

TV Still Top Viewing Option

Viewing Hours per Person/Av of Persons Using Each Technology

TV Usage:
Average Monthly Viewing by Age Q1/11
Nielsen tells us
(By Users of Each Technology)
that TV is still the
250
Traditional TV in TV Homes
top viewing
Web Video (Web Users)
option, with an
DVR Playback in DVR Homes
200
average of 159
Mobile Video by Mobile Subs
hours a month,
TV Average 158.8
ranging from just
150
over 100 hours for
teenagers, up to
TV As
100
well over 200 from Multiple
29
16
20
34
67
64
of 53
persons 65 plus.
Web Video
Now compare this
50
DVR Average 26.2
to web video
Web Average 4.5
users, where they
0
are watching only,
Mobile Average 4.4
K 2-11
T 12-17
A 18-24
A 25-34
A 35-49
A 50-64
A 65+
on average, 4.5
hours a month,
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video on mobile
phones at about the same level among those that view video on their mobiles. While the growth
of these two has been substantial over the past couple of years, usage still pales against TV.
Depending on age demo, TV viewing is 16 to 67 times the viewing of web video.
Nielsen Cross Platform Report Q1 2011
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It is interesting to note that Nielsen reports the heaviest TV viewers are watching more TV, and
the lightest TV viewers use the most streaming video…but their TV viewing has also gone up.
Tablet Usage: As I
mentioned, data is pretty
scarce for pads/tablets
and eReaders. But
Google recently gave
AdAge some interesting
graphs showing search
characteristics by time
day. What you see here
is that both tablets and
mobile phone searches
peaked during TV prime
time, while PCs searches
were primarily during the
day. That suggests
multitasking with tablets
and mobiles while people
are watching TV. More
on that opportunity later.

Heavy Search by Pads, Mobile In TV Prime
Tablets: Prime Time Peak

Overnight

Morning

Afternoon

Mobile: Prime Time Peak

PRIME

Suggests
TV
Multitasking

Desktops: Work Day
Source: Google from Ad Age
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There are a couple of other interesting studies about tablet and smartphone usage recently.
Forrester told the Wall Street Journal that the incidence of people who use tablets to buy on the
web is 4-5%, while computer access delivers around 3%. Clearly there is some economic selfselection in that one third to two thirds improvement over the computer, because iPad users
appear to be more affluent…at least for now.
Then there’s the study published this past weekend in the New York Times by the marketing
pundit Martin Lindstrom, who says he has been using functional MRIs to scan the heads of
mobile phone users. The good news, he writes, is that brain reactions of people hearing their
smart phones ring are not indicative of drug addicts. So as all of you instinctively reach to check
your phones now, you can feel good that you’re not looking for some sort of addictive fix.
However, the less good news is that those brain scans show that when smart phones ring,
brains react in the same way as they do when people see their boy or girl friends. Lindstrom
claims that we are, literally, in love with our smart phones.
Oops, news flash. The New York Times just published a letter to the editor this morning signed
by 45 neuroscientists saying that Lindstrom has mis-interpreted the MRI data and taking The
Times to task for publishing the column in the first place. Too bad; was a great story.
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Different Usage Among Different Audiences
DVR
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Note Different Scales
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12
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Hours/Month for Those With
Technology
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Technology

Race & Ethnicity: Some important
information on who is using these
devices. Nielsen tells us that
usage of devices varies
significantly by race and ethnicity—
be careful of the scales here-- with
African Americans being the
heaviest users of television,
Whites of the DVR, Asians of Web
Video, and African Americans of
Mobile Video.

10
8
6

6
5
4

On Demand & DVRs: All of us
are looking for indicators of future
use of devices, and the DVR may
provide a way to view the broad
Professional Services for
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on-demand universe for
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commercial video content. There
are three delivery methods for demand video content—the web, inside cable’s walled garden,
and today’s most prevalent form of consumer controlled video on demand—the DVR, in 38% of
households. So what can we learn from the DVR that we should keep in mind as VOD become
ubiquitous?
4
2
0
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African
American

Hispanic

Asian

3
2
1
0
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African
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Source: Q1 2011 Nielsen Cross Platform Report/ Usage among those using technology. Web video among all using web.
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As I mentioned, TiVo has been collecting data on every second of use across two million units.
CEO Tom Rogers and GM Tara Maitra have made this data and a coordinated 40,000 person
opt-in panel a company priority, and some of you may be buying it now. It’s unique data,
because it actually tells us how people are reacting to every change on the screen as programs
and commercials come through those 2 million units for both live or delayed viewing. I asked to
be allowed to explore some of that data, because as a former show runner and Wall Street
analyst, I was
really curious what
we could learn on
a second-bysecond basis that
traditional minuteby-minute
averaging may
obscure. Tara,
who is here today,
was quick to help.
First, we’ve all
heard about ad
skipping…and
some of us may
actually engage in
it from time to
time. So one of
my first questions
was how that
darling show of
6
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Madison Avenue and Emmy winner, Madmen, was impacted by ad skipping. I looked at last
year’s season finale. Many of you may not have seen a chart like this before…so here’s how it
works. The X axis is second by second timings across the 60 minutes of the show. The Y axis
is percent of total TiVo units being tracked, about 2 million. The red line down toward the bottom
shows the low number of units where Madmen was actually being viewed when it aired in the
live transmission from AMC. The orange line shows delayed viewing on the DVR unit across 7
days. And the top green line is the total. Now what does this tell us?
These big dips in the orange delayed viewing line are where viewers are skipping ads during
delayed playback. So remember, this show is the darling of Madison Avenue, with ads actually
being made to look like the show, in some cases. And those folks who watch from Madison
Avenue…and many others….are skipping ads at an average 90% rate, according to actual data of
each viewing second on these units. Now there is another way to look at this, and that is that
delayed viewing of ads on these units actually doubles the live viewing of the same ads. So in a
way we have two views: a negative, glass 90% empty view versus a positive glass is 200% full
view. Broadly, advertisers aren’t being charged for the 90% skip because they are paying on
average commercial minutes for the whole show. Of course, the second by second data shows
big discrepancies between spots and positions, so some advertisers are getting overcharged,
even so. Sorting that out is what Tara and the TiVo folks do.
But my concern is a broader, media industry problem.…those 90% of the people who are
consuming a show but skipping the ads are freeloading on the whole industry. That viewing
cannot be monetized by AMC with Madmen…or by anybody else. It’s money gone, and over
time raises the question of how to pay for the creation of high class content in the future.
Product placement, show naming rights, and back end deals from Netflix and Blockbuster are
probably not going to be able to cover that. So you’ve got to ask how multiple screens can be
used to cover some of those costs.
There’s another problem brewing with delayed viewing, and it will probably apply regardless of
whether the delayed viewing is on DVR, the web, or inside the cable walled garden. It’s a rerun
problem. For
example, take a look
CSI MIAMI Original vs. First Rerun
at the difference
“DUDE, Where’s My Groom? Nov 2009 and March 2010
between delayed
On Demand Viewing Appears to Reduce Value of Reruns
viewing in the first
Original Had 3 to 1 Ratio DELAYED Viewing of Content to Live
run and first rerun on
Rerun Had 1.4 to 1 LIVE Viewing to Delayed
this CSI Miami
episode. Here you
D
ORIGINAL TELECAST
REPEAT TELECAST
see the very high
4 Months Later
level of delayed
viewing of the first
D
run. Here’s the much
Delayed Viewing
DOWN 6X
lower level viewing
of the live
transmission of the
D
first run. When you
shift over to the
Live Viewing
D
rerun, the red line for
“Normal” Drop
live viewing drops
Source: TiVo Stopwatch Data
Wolzien LLC
Second-by second report from rotating random 350,000 of 2 million units.
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the appropriate 20Does not indicate viewing on non-TiVo connected sets in home.
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but the delayed viewing line is down to one sixth of the delayed viewing on the first run. Delayed
viewing of reruns almost evaporates, not just on this show, but, as I’ve looked, on different
genres, and on different networks.
We all know that reruns are a big part of the TV industry, but it appears that VOD is pulling
viewing of some of the top shows to the days of and just after the first run of an episode—sounds
like opening weekend of a movie. That jeopardizes economic value of the back end of shows
for the ad sales on the network that is rerunning it, while possibly threatening those shows in
syndication, which could hurt the producing studio as well. Put another way…there is definitely a
long tail in this world…but it is a very thin tail.
ABC National
Delayed
Viewing
Affiliates
Is Beginning
Weekdays
to Exceed
May 2011
Live

Delayed Viewing Is Beginning to Exceed Live

On weeknights at ABC in May, delayed viewing OF ABC SHOWS was more than live

In February, delayed viewing beat live 9-10 pm on TiVo DVR units.

Total
Viewing

Delayed Viewing
Exceeds Live
In Prime

Delayed Viewing
Of ABC Shows
Exceeds ABC Live
In Prime Time
Live
Viewing

Live
Viewing

GMA
Delayed
Viewing

Morning

Prime

Prime
Early Fringe
Early News

Delayed

Source: TiVo Stopwatch Data (Data available as of March 6, 2011)
Second-by second report from rotating random 350,000 of 2 million units.
Does not indicate viewing on non-TiVo connected sets in home.
Used with permission.
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Source: TiVo Stopwatch Data (May, 2011)
Second-by second report from rotating random 350,000 of 2 million units.
Does not indicate viewing on non-TiVo connected sets in home.
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Here’s a second by second graph across 24 hours of all television usage. This is February, and
it shows that in some months delayed viewing in the green is at a higher level in prime time than
the viewing of live transmissions on these two million DVRs.
And here’s ABC in May, where the green delayed line was way higher than the red live line in
prime. These are people recording and delaying viewing…instead of watching live. And what
happened in May on ABC? Must see TV…with the end of Lost.

FOX February 10, 2011 (IDOL Thursday)
Even American Idol Is DVR’d…And (Likely) Played Back with Skips

DVR of Fox Shows
Including IDOL
Exceeds
IDOL LIVE

Total
Viewing

Live
Viewing

Prime
DVR

Source: TiVo Stopwatch Data
Second-by second report from rotating random 350,000 of 2 million units.
Does not indicate viewing on non-TiVo connected sets in home.
Used with permission.
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So is this delayed viewing
coming from people who are
out of the house…and want to
catch up the next day? Not
exactly. To great extent, they
are watching the same hit
shows…just a little bit later so
they can skip commercials.
Call it a consumer arbitrage
using TiVo’s patented “time
warp” technology.
Let’s look at American Idol.
Here’s 24 hours of Fox in
February, where you see the
delayed viewing jumping
above live transmission just
behind the start of Idol. And
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when we take the second by second data across the hour, the DVR viewing doubled the live
audience over the next hour…but, like Madmen, the skip rate was around 90%.
There’s an irony here that the most popular shows seem to get delayed the most….and their ads
skipped…the most.
OK, so what works? What works
is Sports. Example: football on
NBC Sunday nights. Here we
see delayed viewing of a Dallas
Green Bay game adding only
about 20% to total viewing—much
lower than the prime time
entertainment shows--AND with
very little add skipping. We
might conclude that Sunday
Night Football is a good time for
people to lay back, and just
vege. So what does this say
about the whole argument over
sports rights payments being too
high? If people are watching, not
skipping, maybe they aren’t too
high.

NBC Dallas @ Green Bay November 7, 2010
Live Dominates, DVR is Additive

Live
PLUS
1 Hr Delay

DVR 1 Hr Delay
Adds 20%

Live
Viewing
NFL

Source: TiVo Stopwatch Data
Second-by second report from rotating random 350,000 of 2 million units.
Does not indicate viewing on non-TiVo connected sets in home.
Used with permission.
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III. The Consumer.
Seems to me that consumer decisions on what to view on any device are a blend of availability,
cost, and convenience. Availability and convenience are both, to some extent, based on a
consumer’s willingness to pay, while ultimately availability depends on networks and studios
getting paid for commercials and rights fees at levels to offset any higher levels of piracy.

Consumer Control & Cost Factors
Will Influence On Demand Viewing Options
AVAILABILITY

.

Macro
Impact of
Time Arbitrage
& Piracy

Willingness to Pay

CONSUMER
DECISIONS
COST

CONVENIENCE
Willingness to Pay
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Availability: Across time, just about all
content is available at some time or
another. Just when is determined by a
negotiation between the content owner—
the studio or network—and the distributor
like the cable or satellite company, a
broadcast station, or Netflix. Over the
past couple of years, for example, we’ve
seen VOD movies become available from
cable day and date with physical
distribution. With more availability via
cable, splits were changed from 50-50
between cable and studio to about two
thirds in favor the studio, and the windows
were brought up. And now you have
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experiments with still earlier VOD releases at higher costs. More broadly, however, is the
impact of changing economics and piracy that could impact just what types of content are
produced—decisions that would limit availability of certain types of content, while other types
emerge that are cheaper to produce or where the economic model is less vulnerable to piracy.
Cost: What the consumer pays is determined by that negotiation over the release window, how
much it costs to run the delivery platform—cable or satellite, or in the case of the web, the cost of
broadband transport. That broadband cost will become increasingly important as we move
toward significant data caps. Another factor is the consumer’s time, as we’ve discussed with
DVRs. And finally, but very importantly, there is the very real question of the consumer’s ability
to pay.
Now, I don’t know how many of you contemplate much what households in this country actually
make, but in these tough times if you don’t, you might want to consider the following. The
median household
income in the US is
now $50,046, with
Consumer Filters: About Price
32% above
$75,000, 33% in
1. COST
Content In Difficult Times its not just about What the Consumer WILL Pay;
what is really the
Its about What the Consumer CAN Pay
middle class,
.
between $3575,000, and 36%
Household Income 2010
earning below
$35,000. These
numbers are from
Lower Third 41 mil
Top Third 36 mil
BELOW $35,000
the just-out
ABOVE $75,000
35.7%
American
36
31.8%
41
Community Survey
from the Census
Bureau. From this,
37
you could make a
Middle Third 37 mil
Median Household Income
good case that
$35,000-75,000
$50,046
growth for your
32.5%
Source: American Community Survey, US Census Sep 2011
products and
Professional
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most easily from
that upper third, not the mass population. Please note that the average hourly wage is about
$23, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and therefore it would take the average
household 41 hours of work each week, no vacations, to reach the average $50,046 annual
income.
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When we think about building value with our products across the full population of consumers,
we really need to consider how to help the consumer understand why they should be spending
here…rather than for food, shelter, clothing, or transportation, etc. Lets translate some of our
monthly media and communications bills into the $23 average hourly wage and see just what it
takes to buy media and communications services.
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So each year your
cable bill at $65 a
Consumer Filters: About Price
month without HBO
takes almost a full
Basic Communications & Video Could Require
week’s work to pay, 34
19 Days of Work for Average US Household
hours, or 4.2 work
.
days. Wired
Average Hourly Wage (Non Farm) $23.09 for 41 Hours Week per HHLD
broadband is close to
the same. Your land
Cost/mo
Hours/Yr Days Yr @ 8
line would cost you 2.3 Cable TV Video/Mo
$65
34
4.2
days of work each a
Broadband Fixed
$55
29
3.6
year. The first line for
Landline
$35
18
2.3
a cell phone is 3.2
Cell 1 Line
$50
26
3.2
days…and double that
Cell 2nd Line
$10
5
0.6
if you have a data
Cell Data Line 1
$50
26
3.2
plan. The second
Cell Data Line 2
$20
10
1.3
mobile is less, of
Netflix
$8
4
0.5
course. And
Total Commo, Data, Video & Voice
$293
152
19.0
streaming Netflix at $8 Source: BLS 9/2011, Wolzien LLC
takes about a half a
Professional
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day a year, plus your
50
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previous payment for
broadband transport. In all for an average household with a couple of cell phones and data,
cable without HBO, a land line, and Netflix, it takes a household almost four weeks of work a
year to pay for those services. Four weeks. And if you calculate what flat screens TVs, smart
phones, computers, iPad, and DVD players cost…on a one time basis, that’s three weeks more if
you’re starting from scratch.
Household Income 2010

36

41

37
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CONTENT

VIEWER

Is there any reason to question that consumers will continue to arbitrage, and that they will try to
find the least expensive, most adequate means of satisfying their entertainment and
communications
needs? And that
Consumer Will Find Lowest Cost Route
means they will be
looking at what comes
Transmission
In Home Relay
Consumption
into their home…and
how it is distributed
within the
.
Broad
TV
household…to arrive at
cast
the optimum
efficiency. This slide
DVR
SERVER
Cable/Sat TV
shows the options,
and the question is
PC
which boxes and lines
Wired
will be dropped the
Broadband
consumer will find
Pad
WiFi
more value both now,
Wireless
and if data usage caps
Mobile
Broadband
become prevalent.
Phone
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Convenience: Convenience is the
final leg of this triangle. Is content
available at the desired viewing time,
at the location where you are, and on
the device that you have? And, if you
don’t finish your consumption on one
device, can you complete it on
another at a different time and location
without losing your place?

WAR & PEACE IN THE DIGITAL AGE
CONVENIENCE
.

That brings us to War and Peace.
Yes. I’m holding a three volumes
edition of the Tolstoy classic: 537,287
words on 1615 pages. Not quite
conducive to reading whenever and
wherever you are...in line at the
station, by the pool, in bed with the
light out, wherever.

537,287 Words
1615 Pages
Three Volumes
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Format Lessons From War & Peace
.

Content Cost
Weight (pounds)
Words
Pages

Book

iPad

Kindle

$30

$0

$0

4.3
587,287
1615

1.3
587,287
3,263

Words per Page

364

Cost per Page
Weight per Page

$0.02
0.003

Intimidates your Friends
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587,287
4,195

Phone
$0
0.4
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7,341

140
Zero
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80
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0.00005
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I’m enjoying reading War and Peace on
the iPad, where it runs some 3263 pages
when legible type is used, on my Kindle at
4195 legible pages, and on my Android
phone…that’s the one the marketing pundit
says I’m in love with but the neuroscientists
say I’m not…at a mere 7341 pages. Now,
the key is the devices are interchangeable,
so I can read anywhere I like, and never
lose my place. Most surprisingly, was when
I found myself in the long taxi line at Union
Station in DC reading War and Piece on my
phone, paragraph by paragraph. And it
worked.

56

So why am I talking about this? Because the ability to swap devices without taking a beat on the
content is what I, as a consumer, am now expecting with text. For me, that’s thanks to Amazon
and Kindle. And because of that capability with text, I now also expect the same thing to happen
with video. Anywhere, any device…best most convenient screen…all without losing my place.
Start watching the live transmission on the big screen, move to iPad at the diner, then to the
phone on the train or while waiting to pick up the
Format Lessons From War & Peace
kids at soccer.
So, industry, where are you? We hear about
Ultraviolet and Keychest as digital lockers, but
not yet. Maybe this fall, sort of. And we hear
about the Digital Living Network Alliance, which
many of your companies have joined to promote
interoperability between devices. But not yet,
fully or really. In fact, back in January at CES,
the DLNA was relegated to a trailer in the
parking lot, while other standards organizations
were given space on the convention floor. I don’t
12

Take Away:
TEXT. INTEROPERABILITY IS
CONDITIONING US FOR
VIDEO
Book
1. Convenience counts first,
$30
not the quality.
4.3

Content Cost

Weight (pounds)
Words
Pages

587,287
1615

2. Video rights and
364
platforms will need to
Cost per Page
$0.02
pick
up pace.
Weight
per Page
0.003
Words per Page

(DLNA, ULTRAVIOLET, etc.)

Intimidates your Friends
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Kindle

Phone

$0
0.6
Interoperability
587,287
4,195

$0
0.4
587,287
7,341

140
Zero
0.0001

80
Zero
0.00005

NO
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know the significance, but it’s pretty clear that
a trailer in a Vegas parking lot does not instill
confidence that the industry is playing as one
team for the consumer. And that, I think, is to
the industry’s detriment.

At CES Digital Living Network Alliance
Relegated to Parking Lot
While all the other
standards organizations
found homes on the
convention floor….
DLNA* was relegated to
a temporary trailer in
the parking lot.

IV. Integrating the Four Screens.

You’ll remember the slide showing Google
Significance unclear.
searches on tablets and mobiles in prime
time, where I suggested multitasking. And
then there’s this study from Nielsen showing
*Consortium of most major
manufacturers EXCEPT Apple.
how Smartphones and Tablet/Pads have
Professional Services for
wolzien l.l.c.
59
Media & Communications Leaders
70% usage while people are watching TV.
So this raises the question for content
producers, consumer electronics folks, and distribution players—should the four screens always
be separate…or should they become part of an integrated consumer experience?
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Seems to me, there are four choices to apply at
different times.

Pads, Phones & TV’s Are Couch Buddies
Use While Watching TV

First, operating on a totally unrelated basis.
Content is presented and consumers use content
on different screens without regard for what’s on
any other screen. If two screens are on at the
same time, the content is unrelated. Even TV
Everywhere from the cable industry is about using
separate screens as separate display devices for
the same content. Effectively this is just another
TV in a different form factor.

.

eReader
Smartphone
Tablet/Pad
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Source: Nielsen May 19, 2011
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Second is use of one screen to control another.
Many smart phones and pads have aps now to replace the remote control. This would seem to
be a no brainer, so long as they are easy to use.
Third is a light relationship between TV content and content on the other screens. For example,
talent or lower third supers suggest that TV viewers should check out a specific web site. This
can drive online usage, or give a platform for
commerce. On the other side, web and social
Are They Multiple, but Separate Screens,
sites are used to encourage TV viewership. All
OR Is It an Integrated Consumer Experience?
very loose and difficult to track results.
Finally, is design of a completely coordinated
multiscreen experience. Either through
synchronous programming of the TV and at
least one other screen during the same show—
whether live transmission or delayed. Or
though a trigger embedded in a TV signal that
lets the TV viewer go directly to a web or social
site to sync up with content directly related to
the current program or commercial. Now
13

.

1.
2.
3.
4.

OPTIONS
Not Related
Control
Related
Synchronous

Tablet/
Pad
Mobile

Content Synched
Among Devices

Synchronize Content
From Top of Show

Server
DVR or WEB
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these approaches have been around for years—my original patent on embedded triggers was
filed in 1996 and granted in 1998—but a convenient second screen used by a large portion of the
audience has always been the limiting factor. Wide availability and multitasking with pads and
mobiles would seem to have removed that limiting factor.
I think of a synchronous approach to multiple screens as being similar to 80 years ago when
sound was synched with film….and it has been the norm ever since.
So how might this be used? Shows can be designed to push people back and forth between
screens, resulting in access to increased content and marketing messages on the web side, and
reducing skip on the TV side. Commercials can motivate consumer responses, and eventually
be paid for accordingly.
And the MMOG Massive Multiplayer Online Game, could become the MMMOG, or the Massive
Multiplayer Multiscreen Online Game. I guess I’d call that Triple-MOG. For example, consider
World of WarCraft or Farmville being
run not just on your web-linked
Are They Multiple, but Separate Screens,
screen…but your output and that of
OR Is It an Integrated Consumer Experience?
other players being pulled up on the
TV, along with national play by play
Triple-MOG Massive Multiscreen Multiplayer Online Games
.
commentary by the Triple-MOG
announcers… just like football.
Integrated Play,
Online/On TV
Eventually it may evolve into teamChampionships,
based play with national
Play by Play
Commentary
Tablet/
championships. If I were a predicting
Pad
person, I’d predict that within a few
TV Display
Content Synched
years this will become the
Among Devices
Mobile
programming for at least some TV
channels in the Friday and Saturday
Server
night dead zones. And that integration
DVR or WEB
will benefit everyone—content owners,
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makers, and hardware and server-farm
makers and operators.
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Whether play by play Triple-MOG comes to pass or not, the point is that more screens means
more options for creative use, and the
Pre Cable Nets
integration of those screens multiplies all
Satellite
Content
Computer
1975
the options of content for one screen
Wireless
across multiple screens, exponentially
Transmission
increasing the number of creative options
Delivery
that we’ve seen to date.
Conversation

Local TV

TV Bdcst

Net TV

Wired Phone

TV Over Air

Cable TV

Linear

So that’s the opportunity, using the
multiples of human interfaces to reach you,
and then delivery methods, and
transmission methods, all to bring various
forms of content .

YOU

Newspapers

Paper
Audio
Player

Phone

Advertising

Physical

Paper
Media

Subcarriers
Magazines

Radio
Physical
Elec Media

Radio

Radio
Music

Social Media
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Back before the computer and wide spread cable TV, back 35 years ago in 1975, life was much
simpler.

Today

Content

Transmission

Local TV
TV Bdcst

Net TV

TV Over Air
Cab le Nets

Cable TV

Cable
TV
Sat
TV

Linear

Web Video

TV
Screen

Wired Phone

Delivery

DVR

Paper

YOU

Phone
Mobile
Device Radio

Web Search
Wireless Data

VOD
Web

Audio
Player

Computer

Web
Wired BBND Stream

Physical

Paper
Media

Subcarriers
Magazines

DVD

Music
Download

Radio

Newspapers

VOD
Cable

Human
Interface

On Demand

Sat TV

Advertising

Conversation
Mobile Phone

Physical
Elec Media

Radio
Music

Social Media
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But with the explosion of devices, distribution and transport, here’s the picture of today’s
challenges…and opportunities you’ll be grappling with during your sessions here at Google.
And looking at that mess, all I can say is good luck, and with just a touch of sarcasm… “have a
nice day.”
Thank you very much.
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[Note: All numbers are from or derived from publicly available reports and sources except where
indicated as being made available by Google for this presentation, or from proprietary data provided by
TiVo. None of the comments or conclusions are intended to represent the views of clients of Wolzien
LLC. Wolzien LLC does not comment on public equities and does not provide “sell-side” research. ]
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